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Pumpkinheads - Rainbow Rowell
YAGRAPHIC FIC ROWELL

Working at a pumpkin
patch every autumn,
two seasonal best
friends organize
ultimate Halloween
plans to celebrate their
last working year
together.

Journey through the
woods in this sinister,
compellingly spooky
collection that features
four brand-new stories
and one phenomenally
popular tale in print for
the first time. Emily
Carroll brings you tales
of old-school folklore
and horror, presented
in an illustrated style
that's both unsettling
and deceptively
soothing.

Halloween  Party- R.L. Stine
YAFIC STINE

An invitation to a
Halloween party hosted
by the beautiful but
mysterious Justine
Cameron spells danger,
terror, and murder for
the guests.

Not Even Bones  - Rebecca Schaeffer
YAFIC SCHAEFFER

Nita's mother hunts
monsters and, after Nita
dissects and packages
them, sells them online
but when Nita follows
her conscience to help a
live monster escape,
she is sold on the black
market in his place.

Sixteen-year-old Skye
must confront her most
savage secrets to save
her missing thirteen-
year-old sister, Deirdre,
from stick-and-bone
monsters that have
come to life in the
woods behind their new
home.

Here There Are Monsters- Amelinda
Berube

YAFIC BERUBE



Hocus Pocus & The All New Sequel -
AW Jantha

YAFIC JANTHA

In 1888, twelve-year-old
Will Henry chronicles his
apprenticeship with Dr.
Warthrop, a New
England scientist who
hunts and studies real-
life monsters, as they
discover and attempt to
destroy the Wendigo, a
creature that starves
even as it gorges itself
on human flesh.

The Curse of the Wendigo  - Richard
Yancy - YAFIC YANCEY

 In a grisly gothic
adventure at the end of
the world, ten-year-old
Mona and her motley
crew of good-hearted
ghouls must stop an
invading horde of
monsters, or this will be
The Last Halloween!

The Last Halloween  - Abby Howard
YAGRAPHIC FIC HOWARD VOL 1

Thirteen of Poe's
terrifying works are
reimagined in new and
unexpected ways for
modern readers. Poe's
own stories are
included, so readers
can compare.

 His Hideous Heart
YAFIC HIS

Dreaming Darkly  - Caitlin Kittredge
 YAFIC KITTREDGE

After accidentally bringing
the Sanderson Sisters
back from the dead, Max,
Dani, and Allison race to
stop their plans to
torment Salem for all of
eternity; then twenty-five
years later it is up to Max
and Allison's daughter to
stop the Sanderson's
newest scheme.

This gothic mystery
takes readers to the
cold, creepy island of
Darkhaven, where a girl
with unexplained
blackouts grapples with
secrets from her dead
mother’s past and a
legacy of murders that
have been committed
by her family

The Mary Shelley Club  - Goldy Moldavsky
YAFIC MOLDAVSKY

A deliciously twisty YA
thriller about a
mysterious club with an
obsession for horror

Hour of the Zombie - Tsukasa Saimura
YAGRAPHIC SAIMURA

Life is good for Nikaidou
Akira as he spends his
days at school alongside
his friends and long-
time crush, Kurumi.
That is, until the day
everything changes.
Students suddenly turn
into frenzied zombies,
attacking and gorging
themselves on one
another. Then just as
abruptly, they stop! Or…
do they? What caused
this to happen? And
how can Akira and his
friends possibly survive
when they don’t know
who will be the next to
turn?


